Larry King [00:00:12] Hi this is Larry King over 30 million men in America have prostate problems. I know, I was one of them. And all these natural prostate supplements like the ones I have here in front of me are everywhere: drugstores, health food stores, on the Internet, and all over TV selling millions of bottles every year. What do we really know about them. Are they safe. Do they work. Which ones really work. Now later in this report you'll see results of an interview I did when I met earlier with Fred Buckley, owner and CEO of Prostagenix and amazing prostate supplement. Among the hundreds of such supplements seem here but the only one that among the various ones that I've tried through the years that I found really worked for me, made my life much more enjoyable. I wanted to know why the prostate problem we face as men is so pervasive and troubling causes such embarrassment at times that I want to know why Prostagenix really worked for me while many others I tried failed. If you have prostate problems like I did, on today's investigative report you're going to learn what I learned everything you should know and need to know about prostate supplements. And now in this Larry King exclusive I'm holding in my hand the results of independent laboratory reports on these prostate supplements and what they found is really in most of these pills. you're going to be surprised by what they found. So if you have prostate problems and want to get the inside story on the booming prostate supplement industry. Don't go away because this might be one of the most important shows you'll ever see in your life. Here on this report on prostate secrets and what they may not want you to know. Joining me now is Fred Buckley CEO of Prostagenix who almost single handedly is turning the prostate supplement world upside down with the research he spearheaded into those products and the revealing discoveries made. And she's going to share with us today. Now Fred before we get to Prostagenix you're not a doctor.

Fred Buckley [00:02:34] No I'm not.

Larry King [00:02:35] You're a former football player.

Fred Buckley [00:02:36] Yes sir I am a former football player.

Larry King [00:02:38] How did you get involved in the whole prostate field.

Fred Buckley [00:02:42] What's funny like you said I'm a former athlete so I've always been interested in health and fitness my whole life. A college quarterback at Stanford and so I've followed health and fitness forever and unfortunately the way I got interested in prostate health is suddenly I found myself at age 51 a few years ago with prostate problems. I didn't realize it at first but I was not sleeping all the way through the night. I was getting up a couple of times at night so I thought maybe I'm drinking too much coffee
what's going on. But it persisted. It kept going on and on and during the day I found myself you know looking for a men's room. A lot more than I had in the past and it dawned on me.

**Larry King [00:03:15]** Doesn't this start to happen after 50 in men.

**Fred Buckley [00:03:18]** Yeah it really does. Yeah you can technically start after age 40 but it really starts around age 50. It's 50 percent of men over the age of 50 have it. And so I just couldn't believe that I was suddenly in that group, I take a ton of vitamin pills, I try and exercise, and do a lot of things. So I was really surprised, so that's how I first got interested in it because I developed the problem myself.

**Larry King [00:03:38]** Why are there so many?

**Fred Buckley [00:03:40]** It's a big business. There's a lot of men with this problem. I mean it's estimated between 30 and 40 million men in the United States have prostate problems. It's unbelievable.

**Larry King [00:03:50]** You started buying some of these products and testing them and they didn't work?

**Fred Buckley [00:03:55]** Initially I bought them not to test them. Initially I took them to take them so I could sleep through the night and wake up in the morning because I couldn't get any sleep and run around. So initially I took them as a consumer and I tried several. They didn't do anything. That's when I said wait a second what's going on here. I'm reading all the advertisements make them sound fabulous. And this is so great and there's doctors endorsing them and all of that and it finally dawned on me. I said wait a second, something doesn't make sense. And so that's when I came up with the idea of testing them just for my own personal thing. I wanted to test them to find out which one's best for me. And so I started to test them that's how I started.

**Larry King [00:04:29]** You're not a doctor and you're not a scientist. Testing them where?

**Fred Buckley [00:04:34]** Several Labs. I went to Stanford so I'm a smart guy and I'm very competitive and I wanted to know what was going on and most importantly what's more important than your health. You know it's was a horrible feeling you know not being able to sleep at night. Lookin for men's rooms all the time. My romantic game wasn't as good as it used to be so you know my fastball wasn't what it should have been so to speak. So I researched and I found out the laboratories that do this kind of testing because it's very specialized and it turns out like the biggest lab in the country one used by all you know all the big agencies and stuff like that can test for this stuff. So I sent it up. So initially I just
sent it to the one place to see what would happen and I eventually used four different laboratories as my.

Larry King [00:05:19] Sending a bunch of products.

Fred Buckley [00:05:21] First I just sent a few just for that and when they came back I couldn't believe the scores. I said wait a second this is never going to work for me. There's an active ingredient in prostate pills all the clinical studies out there so there's one key active ingredient that is the key to it. And these products didn't have any of it. I'm like wait a second I'm going into major drug stores and going into major health food stores and I'm getting these and I'm taking it because I got a problem and I'd like to get some help. And they weren't doing anything. So then I sent them to be tested and the tests reveal these are never going to help me. They're basically glorified vitamin pills.

Larry King [00:05:53] So the people making them dont they know that?

Fred Buckley [00:05:57] They absolutely know that, they don't care because no one is testing this stuff. They're just out to make money if you can get if you get your product if you can me and you decide to start our own supplement company fred and Larry supplement company. If we can get into the big health food stores and the big drug stores well make millions of dollars every single year.

Larry King [00:06:14] So the key is how they market it.

Fred Buckley [00:06:17] How they market it. They just they just want to market and the place where they skimp is on the ingredients because who's going to who in their right minds going to go test you know prostate pills to see what's in them. Nobody. So I. So I did that. If you if you go if you go to the store you pick up a bottle and you come home and you read the label and you take some pills you don't know what's really in there. You know what I mean. A good analogy would be. As I mentioned to one of your producers earlier beforehand if you and me get hungry we order a pizza and the pizza guy comes in and he delivers the pizza and we open up the pizza box and it's only two pieces of pizza in there rather than 12 or 14. We know there's something wrong we say hey there has been a mix up or what's going on. But you go buy supplements you take them you don't know what's in the capsules and that's what these guys are counting on. They spend all their money on advertising all their money on marketing. And then when it comes to the key ingredient because the key ingredient is actually very expensive. And so if they can get the lowest price and they can get into these stores they're going to be flying in private planes and making a bunch of money and stuff like that. And who's going [2.2s] to know?
Larry King [00:07:19] What's the one ingredient you're talking about that wasn't in any of these products?

Fred Buckley [00:07:23] Well the key ingredient is all of the research I've done and it's become pretty, pretty common knowledge. It's a plant sterile called beta sito-sterol and it's sensational, and it's it's made up of, it's found in vegetables every vegetable you take whether you're eating beans or peas or carrots. It's in everything in it, and it's very expensive. The real problem if you go down to your local drugstore, I'm sure millions of men watching have done this, they go down to the local drug store and they see old prostate section, and they're always talking about Saw Palmetto. And for years, basically starting in the 90s, saw palmetto is the thing, that's all you need is saw palmetto.

Larry King [00:08:01] I've heard that for 40 years.

Fred Buckley [00:08:01] Right, 40 years. And I bet it didn't do anything for you. Yeah.

Larry King [00:08:04] It just sounds good.

Fred Buckley [00:08:05] It does sound good, but it's... Saw Palmetto is the most, it's more overrated than uhh, I don't know who it's incredibly overrated. And the only reason saw palmetto even got put on the map is within saw palmetto is like 1 percent of beta-sitosterol sterols is in saw Palmetto, And even with just that one tiny little bit it was still able to get some studies and the whole bit. So, guys think oh saw palmetto, that's all you need. Saw Palmetto doesn't do anything. Anybody watching that's tried saw palmetto knows it doesn't do anything.

Larry King [00:08:35] This product you were mentioning that is not in any of these. What's its name again.

Fred Buckley [00:08:40] It's called, it's beta-sitosterol.

Larry King [00:08:43] And you say it's found in beets and vegetables?

Fred Buckley [00:08:45] It's in it's in every veggie every vegetable that you take is going to have beta sitosterol in it.

Larry King [00:08:50] So why don't I just eat a bunch of vegetables?
Fred Buckley [00:08:52] There you go Larry. All right. There we go. We're done.

Larry King [00:08:55] But?

Fred Buckley [00:08:55] But no. It's in super high concentrations its all kinds, like anything. There is different qualities and different grades of beta sitosterol and some of the products do have beta-sitosterol in it, but they don't have a lot and a lot of them have a cheap quality beta-sitosterol that comes from China. It comes over from China, they get it from soy or sugar and then they dilute it, and it's made in factories over there that also make like paint and all kinds of things. It's terrible. So, the key is to get a great source of beta-sitosterol and treat it as pure as possible, and prior to my discovery on the company that's got the greatest source of it in the entire world. Most of the the extraction was like 40, 45 percent, was considered very strong, but that's baby stuff compared to what we've got.

Larry King [00:09:42] So you've done the testing for all the men that don't have to go out and spend money testing.

Fred Buckley [00:09:47] Yeah, I mean it's pretty simple. Nobody was doing that, and so by testing it, again initially I started to do this as a consumer because I wanted to know which ones to take, and then I was just surprised how bad the scores were. And then the thing that really really turned this into a whole project for me. There's a product out there, I won't say their name, but there's a product out there and their bottle says, their box says they sold over 4 million bottles. That's a lot of bottles. They sold over four million bottles, and the test score that they got was disgusting. I mean not just bad just disgusting.

Larry King [00:10:19] So why do people repeat buying them?

Fred Buckley [00:10:21] They don't know. I don't think they do. I think I bet they have four million guys that bought at one time said "uhh", you know you go to a movie it's not that great "uhh". But I think that's what's happening, and that's what really bothered me because I'm like I'm not feeling very good. You know I'm tossing and turning at night. I've got to get up. I'm waking my wife up. You know during the day it's uh, I'm always looking for mens room. One of my sons was kind of funny said "Dad, what are you a bathroom detective or something like that? All you do is look for a men's room.

Larry King [00:10:47] What does the product you have do to prevent the expansion, right? It's the expansion that causes you to urinate all day.
Yeah, exactly. What it does, it's been proven in numerous clinical studies, going back to the early 80s, to reduce nighttime urgency so say a guy's getting enough three or four times a night. Now he can sleep through the night. Or if a guy's getting up twice a night, now you can sleep through the night. Or if someone's getting up, I've talked to guys five or six times a night, they don't even sleep in the same room as their wife because they're waking him up too much. You know if he can cut that five down to two.


Fred Buckley [00:11:20] Or Five down to one, that's a big thing.

Larry King [00:11:22] I did five to maybe one or two, maybe.

Fred Buckley [00:11:25] You're 51 or 52 that's what we call, That's what we call 'em. If somebody can go from like a 6 to a 2, for 6 to a 2 that's huge.

Larry King [00:11:32] Unbelievable.

Fred Buckley [00:11:32] Yea, you feel great in the morning. It's, the other thing, the other biggest thing, there's a lot of issues associated with it, is um, during the day if you don't have to look for a men's room all the time, you're relaxed, it's not a big thing, so it helps with urgency. And then when you do have to go to the men's room you're not stopping and straining...

Larry King [00:11:55] And get a full flow.

Fred Buckley [00:11:55] And standing in the men's room. Right, exactly. And it's got a boost to the romantic life, too.

Larry King [00:11:59] That ain't bad either.

Fred Buckley [00:12:01] That's not bad either.

Larry King [00:12:02] Is this right? You tested 157 products and ProstaGenix, Your product, came out number one.
Fred Buckley [00:12:09] Exactly. We tested for total sterols and, and specifically for beta-sitosterol because there is a whole, there is a little group of family of sterols that surround beta-sitosterol, but beta-sitosterol is the one with all the clinical studies. That's the key one. That's the one that is probably why you feel so good, why you're sleeping better, it's why I'm sleeping better. It's a reason guys all around the country are feeling great and stuff like that. So we, so we tested, I wasn't going to waste my time testing for vitamin D or zinc or selenium because a lot of the products will have zinc and selenium, they call those the the manhood minerals because they're needed, but those are so cheap. Those are so easy to get. I'll give them a pass. I assume everybody has those in there, and they're in such minute, minute amounts and they're sort of like they're sort of like peripheral players. The beta-sitosterol is the superstar on your team. He's the, he's the champion and they're like the supporting thing. So if you got like a great star player, that's the most important thing. And so that's what, and plus it's the most expensive, and if you don't have that you have no chance of doing these other things. So that was the logical thing to test for.

Larry King [00:13:12] Saying, though, that looking at the labels of two products you really can't tell if they really work or not. If I read a label, What does it mean?

Fred Buckley [00:13:20] I know you would, you would think you'd be able to tell what it means but you really can't. It's like if you're looking at a car, if someone says, if me and you were looking at cars and someone said here we've got a Yugo, and here we've got a Ferrari. If there was a label on the Yugo and a label on the Ferrari they'd both say you know, four wheels, one steering wheel, one roof and stuff like that. And, so if you just looked at the labels you can't tell the difference, but if you see the two cars it's pretty obvious that most people would prefer the Ferrari than the Yugo. So, the same thing is happening with, um, with this. You look at the bottles, you really can't tell. That's why, I said listen the only way to prove what works and what doesn't who's really get ingredients is these laboratory reports. So, that's what that's what did that cause you really, you really can't tell. No one's going to go test pills on their own. It's too expensive. No one's ever going to do that.

Larry King [00:14:09] Only you.

Fred Buckley [00:14:09] Only me.

Larry King [00:14:11] What effect did your testing have on the prostate industry, do you think?

Fred Buckley [00:14:16] Listen, I'm going to take the gloves off. I'm the greatest prostate product in the world. We're going to take it, we're going to take the whole industry over because we're going, we're helping guys. It's the best of both worlds. We've got a great
product. We've got a bunch of people asleep at the wheel that have been basically ripping everybody off. It's disgusting. So we're changing things.

Larry King [00:14:31] Is there a website men can go to?

Fred Buckley [00:14:33] Yeah to see all this, to see all these, all the lab reports. Yea, you just go to a prostatereport.com. If you go to prost...

Larry King [00:14:40] That's it?

Fred Buckley [00:14:40] That's it! Yea, It's pretty simple to remember. There's all kinds of imitations and all kinds of guys pretending they're us and trying to do things like that but unless unless it's prostatereport.com and it's got our stuff. Yeah, it's a, it's a lot of reading.


Fred Buckley [00:15:00] Well they are. They're fake. A large number of these prostate supplements, there's nothing in them except you know a couple of little basic vitamins. Everyone takes vitamin pills, everyone should be taken at least a daily multiple vitamin. But, they say they've got all these things in them, and there's nothing in them so they're fake. They're fake products, it's a total rip off. It's disgusting. They're ripping off men all across America, someone's going to do something about it. I did something about it and there they're very mad. This is, trust me, the last thing these guys wanted to do is have Fred Buckley come rolling along and spend a quarter of a million bucks testing everybody's product, and throwing it up on a Web site. They're all exposed and they're all, you know, running like rats. It's been amazing. And, and it's safe there's no...

Larry King [00:15:40] Totally safe.

Fred Buckley [00:15:41] There's no warning labels there's no danger. You see like all these ads like you take this in your left arm is going to fall, you take this...

Larry King [00:15:48] Side effect death.

Fred Buckley [00:15:48] Yes, haha. Yea, so, so there's there's nothing like that. It's completely safe.
Larry King [00:15:54] So it's made in France?

Fred Buckley [00:15:57] No. The key, the key ingredient, this beta-sitosterol we've got, uh, in an exclusive arrangement with this company, the best company in the world for this, we import from France and the actual product itself, the assembly line where we run all the Lots and assemble it and everything, that's in the United States.

Larry King [00:16:11] OK. And it get's right to you quickly when you call in and order it?

Fred Buckley [00:16:15] We zip it right out.

Larry King [00:16:16] What specifically are the problems that Prostagenix helps?

Fred Buckley [00:16:22] The four biggest things that everybody, uh, talks about is the inability to sleep all the way through the night, or to you know, it decreases it, helps decrease nighttime urgency.

Larry King [00:16:32] So frequent urination is reduced?

Fred Buckley [00:16:35] Frequent urination has reduced, both in the evening and during the day time, is a big thing.

Larry King [00:16:40] You can see a movie right through.

Fred Buckley [00:16:42] Yeah exactly. That's true.

Larry King [00:16:44] That's true.

Fred Buckley [00:16:44] That's a true thing. I mean, that happens all the time. Everywhere I go if I go to the mall with my wife, I got to scout out for where the the men's room is, and it's not just me, it's millions of men.

Larry King [00:16:53] So if women are watching this, it would be good to buy it for their husbands or boyfriends.
Fred Buckley [00:16:58] We get so many women that call, exactly. It's a nice thing to do.

Larry King [00:17:02] Alright, that's one. OK, frequent urination. What else?

Fred Buckley [00:17:04] Then it helps with the actual stream itself. You know what it's like to have to go to the men's room and you stand there and you go a little bit and you stand there, you go a little bit more and you're still there and it takes a while. Boom, this is like a firehose. You know, you're going to, um, it's it's a big difference.

Larry King [00:17:22] We notice, don't we guys? OK, Third?

Fred Buckley [00:17:25] Romance! The sex drive.

Larry King [00:17:25] Sexual.

Fred Buckley [00:17:26] Sexual! We can say that, we're adults.

Larry King [00:17:28] Let's go to that first.

Fred Buckley [00:17:31] Yea, haha. No, no one wants to talk about that. We're all macho men, and "no, there's no problem", and stuff like that, but it is a problem. And, I experienced it as a young guy, I'm in my early 50s. I'm like, wait a second, what's going on here. And, because your prostate, your prostate, prostate issues affect everything. Sex, sexual health is a huge thing. So, if it can help improve that, um, it's a huge difference.

Larry King [00:17:55] We're talking a little bit with Corinne Buckley who married Fred Buckley. Where'd you meet him?

Corinne Buckley [00:17:59] We met in Los Angeles. Twenty-nine years ago.

Larry King [00:18:04] 29?! You don't look 29 years old.

Corinne Buckley [00:18:07] Thank You.
Larry King [00:18:07] You are from where in France?

Corinne Buckley [00:18:09] I was born in Paris.

Larry King [00:18:11] And you met him in L.A?

Larry King [00:18:13] We met in L.A. when I was on vacation.

Larry King [00:18:15] OK. When Fred was getting into all these testings of everything, What did you think?

Corinne Buckley [00:18:20] I thought that was amazing. I thought what a great idea because it's a natural dietary supplement, and I figured nobody tests them because their dietary supplement, they're not a drug. It's a natural product, so I figured "why would you want to test it?". But when he test the first one and it came with this incredible low lab test, I couldn't believe it. We but we became addicted to testing. We wanted to test everything and then we realized, Oh my God, we never know that in the industry, since there is no testing and no real rulings, You can pretty much do anything in those pills and nobody would know.

Larry King [00:18:53] Fred gets all wrapped up in things right?

Corinne Buckley [00:18:56] Yes he becomes very...

Larry King [00:18:57] Emotional.

Corinne Buckley [00:18:59] Yes. He's loves to know the truth and the information, and he loves the knowledge because he always said Knowledge is power.

Larry King [00:19:07] He also mentioned that it improved romance.


Larry King [00:19:13] Woah!
Corinne Buckley [00:19:13] And men are depressed. You know, physically it's difficult, but also mentally it's a difficult thing.

Larry King [00:19:20] So it improved the marriage?

Corinne Buckley [00:19:22] It improved everything.

Larry King [00:19:25] Ha. They can't wipe the smile off your face, Corinne.

Corinne Buckley [00:19:28] Exactly.

Larry King [00:19:28] I'm proud of your husband and this great product.

Corinne Buckley [00:19:30] I'm very proud to offer this product to all them men, and I'm proud of knowing that they're going to take it and they're going to get better. And I'm also proud to be, to expose all the lab tests, because if there's any pills that they're taking right now and they don't know really what they're taking, they can go to the laboratory testing that we're going to have on online and check what they're taking now, and see if what they're taking is what it says on the label, which it's an option that they didn't have before.

Larry King [00:19:57] You are a good sales person.

Corinne Buckley [00:20:01] Haha. Thank you.

Larry King [00:20:02] Thank you, Corinne.

Corinne Buckley [00:20:02] Thank you. So nice to meet you.

Larry King [00:20:04] Say this for you Fred, you are really wrapped up in this, right? I mean you are..

Fred Buckley [00:20:09] I love this. I never...

Larry King [00:20:10] You are emotional with it.
Fred Buckley [00:20:11] Yeah, it sounds like...

Larry King [00:20:12] I love to see that. That's passion.

Fred Buckley [00:20:13] Yea. It's, it's crazy. I mean of all the things in the world the, i mean prostate pills, it sounds like most boring thing on the planet. I'll meet people and you say you're in the prostate pill business, it's like you're going to put them to sleep. But, I always find that if I'm introduced to someone, every every man that I meet will act like "pff, are you kidding me, I have no no prostate issue blah blah blah", And like an hour later they'll circle back, "Hey, on that prostate thing, let me ask you something." So, listen, we're all... nobody likes to talk about this stuff. No one likes to say anything, but that's why it's so great that you're doing this. I mean it takes some some guts, and your smart. Your helping people!

Larry King [00:20:48] C'mon, it's it's a natural problem.

Fred Buckley [00:20:50] It's a natural problem. Everybody everybody gets it.

Larry King [00:20:53] Can you give us a story of someone you know or a customer?

Fred Buckley [00:20:58] Oh I could give you tons. I could get, we get them all. I get, I get e-mails and letters all the time. But, um, let me tell, OK, let me tell you one story. It's it's unbelievable. It was a fellow named Dave who was in his late 60s and he's kind of a big guy. He's like a big man. He and his wife have like a small bed. I can't remember if it was a queen size or full size, but it was a small bed. And, every night for years, like clockwork, at 2:00 and 4:30 Dave would get up, rumble out of bed and, you know, go to the men's room and come back fall asleep. Then 4:30 would happen and so every time he got up, he is a big guy and his wife is right next to him, wakes her up too. So he'd been taking Prostagenix for a while, and all of a sudden one night two o'clock he doesn't get up. His wife gets up and she looks at him and doesn't think anything of it. Then at 4:30 Dave doesn't get up and his wife looks at him and she panics and starts shaking him because she thinks he's died. And she she wakes him up "Dave Dave Dave!", and he wakes up and he goes "what? what? what?". You know, he wakes up she goes "oh my goodness I thought I thought you, I thought you were dead". And he said they both started crying and embracing each other because they they just couldn't believe it. He's my happiest customer. Is that, is that...

Fred Buckley [00:22:13] Isn't that an unbelievable story? It's, it's really amazing. So these other stories that aren't nearly as dramatic as that, but that's one. It was unbelievable. That's the kind of thing that makes feel good.

Larry King [00:22:25] The Funniest part of it, he was getting up so many times at 2:00 and 4:30 that she woke up automatically.

Fred Buckley [00:22:31] Yeah, it's like Pavlov's dog. It's automatically happening.

Larry King [00:22:34] So summing it up, if you have a prostate problem.

Fred Buckley [00:22:37] Right.

Larry King [00:22:39] This is your answer.

Fred Buckley [00:22:40] Because what are the options? Some pretty good products out there. Not everything is garbage. They're not all worthless, but most of the things that you get at the stores, and any man that's tried them, with the exception of a few, they're not so hot. And, like you, like you said there's over 100, 125 in the United States. Keep in mind, I tested products from Australia, there's some hot-shot product from Australia I tested, it was horrible. Products in Europe, some of them are pretty good, but there's some pretty good products in the United States. So you're faced with 100, 100 selections, what do you do? Everyone says they're the best. Everyone says they're great. It's like, you know, shooting in the dark. So, we've eliminated that by testing them all, finding out which ones work and which ones don't. And, so, we've made the process super easy.

Larry King [00:23:24] You've done the groundwork.

Fred Buckley [00:23:25] Yeah!

Larry King [00:23:26] I used it because I wouldn't talk about a product if I didn't, and this is a great product.

Fred Buckley [00:23:33] Well, thank you. No, we're really proud of it, and we're so delighted to have you. We got so many famous customers, and we've got, you know, all of a sudden names that if I said even their first name, some of these guys you'd know who they are. We have so many famous customers, and so when all of a sudden we hear that, hey Larry's a customer he loves it and he's interested. I was like, hey that's that's terrific. So,
um, because we're all the same, I mean whether you’re a plumber in Cleveland or a truck driver in Oregon or if you're you know some of these billionaire businessman in a New York City or Miami, hey we all have a prostate. There's nothing, you know, that doesn't know what you do or who you are or anything like that. So, we're all you know a couple of guys with some prostate issues, but it's it's a terrific thing and it's it's helped a ton of men, and because of you given it exposure like this it's going to help so many more men. It's great.

Larry King [00:24:23] Over 1000 milligrams of total sterols.

Fred Buckley [00:24:26] Correct. No one comes close to that.

Larry King [00:24:29] Easy to swallow too.

Fred Buckley [00:24:30] It is easy to swallow, and it doesn't have a bad taste, and it doesn't give you the jitters like some of these other stuff. And, you know you're doing the right thing for yourself and you feel it. You're going to notice it.

Fred Buckley [00:24:40] It works. Prostagenix. Well, also give me a little bit of the history in France.

Fred Buckley [00:24:47] The history of France. What a...

Larry King [00:24:51] No, no. Not the...I know about Napolean, I knew the Ghal, I know about the...I mean transforming the product, the whole concept...

Fred Buckley [00:24:59] Sure.

Larry King [00:25:00] Of Finding it in everything.

Fred Buckley [00:25:01] Is actually kind of funny that you mentioned Napolean, little little Napoleon. This forest that has produced this great thing that is helping men in the United States, actually around the world, with their prostate could technically be traced back to Napoleon because this was a force that he built. It's in the south west section of France, right below the famous Bordeaux, the best wines in the world, French wines from Bordeaux are here, and right below us those are the greatest soils the greatest this. Right below it is where this comes, and it was a it's called the French maritime pine trees, and
they're different looking pine trees. And it was planted by Napoleon, you know, way back when. But that that's where it is, so

**Larry King** [00:25:40] They do the extracting.

**Fred Buckley** [00:25:42] They do the extracting. So it's a huge place. They do the extracting, but it's right in the middle of this beautiful forest.

**Larry King** [00:25:46] Your enthusiasm for this product is unbelievable.

**Fred Buckley** [00:25:52] Aw, Thanks.

**Larry King** [00:25:52] I mean, I love to see, I mean it's helped me a lot, But to see you so wrapped up in it.

**Fred Buckley** [00:25:57] Well, take you times millions of people. I mean, I mean I've done some nice things in my life. I've had some success in my life, I've had some great success. I've got a nice, I've spectacular wife. I just celebrated my 29th wedding anniversary.

**Larry King** [00:26:11] You've got children?

**Fred Buckley** [00:26:11] I've got three boys. All three of my boys are super nice kids, they're terrific, so I've had a lot of great things in my life. I've never had anything like this. It's, it's crazy. If someone were to told me 10, 20, 30 years ago, "Hey Fred, you're going to be Mr. this prostate guru and create all create this stuff and help transform the natural prostate industry", I would say What are you talking about? It's, um, it's just a good, it's just a good feeling it's a combination. Everybody everybody wins. The business does terrific, people get healthy.

**Larry King** [00:26:41] You ought to be very proud.

**Fred Buckley** [00:26:43] Thank you. Thank you, we are.

**Larry King** [00:26:44] Why Fred, I'm trying to figure out what this has to do with Prostagenix, but why lemons and what is that?
Fred Buckley [00:26:56] Yea, haha. I know. Maybe I'm the first guy to ever show up on your show with lemons and a chestnut. This is just a real simple, easy illustration without fancy doctor talk and stuff like that. Just to illustrate what happens a man's prostate, because no one would know a prostate if they saw it. When you're a younger man your prostate about this size, the size of a chestnut, or walnut is another example and it grows over time. And it grows, and guys in their 50s and 60s can have their prostate get this big. Then we've even seen examples of guys, their prostates can get giant. So, you want to, you've got to change your diet and do a lot of different things, dietary adjustments can be very helpful, but getting a proper prostate support with our great supplement is a smart thing. You want to be in this range, not in this range. It's frightening.

Larry King [00:27:43] Are you telling me the prostate can get that big?

Fred Buckley [00:27:45] Right now as we sit here there's guys walking around the United States, poor guys, with prostates that look like this, and it doesn't happen overnight it's just keeps happening and happening and happening.

Larry King [00:27:54] The Great Rodney Dangerfield had a real prostate problem in his apartment on the west side of Los Angeles. His urinal was next to his bed.

Fred Buckley [00:28:05] I believe it.

Larry King [00:28:06] Had special plumbing done so he wouldn't have to walk to the bathroom.


Larry King [00:28:25] Prostagenix! Rodney, if you were still around it would have helped.

Larry King [00:28:29] Hi I'm Larry King. Do you spend your days rushing to the nearest bathroom, spend your nights getting up to go to the bathroom, and was your romantic life on the skids? Well, there was a time when I was just like that. My prostate was giving me fits, but then I found a different kind of prostate supplement that changed all that, and today my life is completely different. I sleep through the night, wake up energized and don't have to look for the nearest men's room all day. Oh, and my romantic life. Let's just say the king is back. Wouldn't You like to feel that way too? All it takes is one phone call